The Congressional Research Service (CRS) seeks an Applied Research Statistician/Methodologist to support policy research for the U.S. Congress. The position will be based in the Domestic Social Policy (DSP) Division but will support quantitative research analyses undertaken by policy analysts throughout CRS. This position is not intended for theoretical statisticians. Rather, the ideal candidate will have a degree in statistics with extensive experience in an applied, policy research setting or a degree in a social science discipline (economics, demography, sociology, political science) or related field with advanced skills in statistics. Desired qualifications include:

- Extensive training and experience in the use of statistical or mathematical modeling techniques to analyze policy research questions, in areas such as: domestic social policy (children and family issues, domestic security and immigration, education, health, income security, or related areas); areas of government and finance (budget and tax policy, macroeconomics, banking and finance, elections, emergency management, or related areas); foreign affairs, defense, and trade; or resources, science, and industry;
- Extensive experience with statistical computing software or data analytic environments (e.g., SAS, Stata, R, Tableau), including the ability to manage large and complex datasets;
- The ability to apply a variety of data collection and analysis approaches to research;
- Advanced proficiency with one or more programming languages or data tools (e.g., VBA, SQL, Python, etc.) or the use of statistical computing software in a social science or policy research environment;
- The ability to handle multiple priorities, sometimes under tight deadlines; and
- Strong methodological, analytic, conceptual, organizational, verbal and written communication, and interpersonal skills.

CRS is the public policy research arm of the United States Congress and is fully committed to workforce diversity. Interested applicants must apply online at http://www.loc.gov/crsinfo.

Thank you
Eliamelisa Gonzalez
Human Capital Management Specialist
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